Cant connect to game sync

KIRBYPWNS 1 posts since
Aug 15, 2011
I can connect to wifi but it says it takes one day to recharge last time I used it was 4 months ago so what so I do now?
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DS'I'S 438 posts since
May 8, 2010 1. Re: Cant connect to game sync Aug 15, 2011 12:24 PM
Can you please be more specific?

PAPRAX 58 posts since
I have had this problem once too, except mine was just a week inbetween. All you have to do, is wait one day AFTER you tried and it gave you that message. If this doesn't work, then try playing on the pokemon you put to sleep on Pokemon Global Link. (http://pokemon-gl.com/) You might need to connect to Dream World and select Prepare to wake up Pokemon. or Wake up Pokemon (can't remember exactly).